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At time there is a dress code. At times there is a special occasion.
These are the times when a certain sophistication is required. These occasions can be 
either work or free time related, but both require a smart attitude with a focus on style.
Speciale is dressing up to celebrate. A birthday, a party with friends, or just a night out. 
It’s dress to impress.

Sensational and opulent, this theme captures the elegant atmosphere of a night 
out in the chic Milanese neighborhood of La Brera: luxurious, sophisticated, 
celebrating life. 

a night in Brera
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a night in brera

dress 14MMV2187
color 100
arm warmers 112FE0549
color 700

top 14MMD8137
color 28Z
skirt 14MMP0528
color 28Z
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a night in brera

blazer 2BQI522A3
color 700
trousers 4BQI55644
color 700



At time there is a dress code. At times there is a special occasion. 
These are the times when a certain sophistication is required. These occasions can be 
either work or free time related. But both require a smart attitude with a focus
on style. Code is dressing up for business. a job interview, office wear in corporate roles, 
a contract to sign, it’s dress for success.

Inspired by architectural Masterpiece in Milan, City life, by Zaha Hadid, a future connected
community whose expressive architectural geometry, sweeping fluid forms and multiple
perspective points evoke the flux of modern life.       

city life
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city life 1

coat 114CE9044
color 1B5
top 14VRD2171
color 00V
skirt 14ENP0527
color 1B5
belt 6HEEDB0D9
color 636
shoes 8GUZD3401
color 7B5

blouse 5AWR5Q7V5
color 101
dress 4BWI5V823
color 1B5
cape 6GGBD52J2
color 901
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city life

coat 2EF15K108
color 100
blazer 2EI1525I8
color 903
shirt 5GA05QE18
color 101
trousers 4EI155BN8
color 903
papillon 1286K0522
color 902
scarf 1086K0524
color 903

sweater 14RRU1D37
color 28Z
shirt 5DOE5QE88
color 901
trousers 4AWL556K8
color 0D2
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city life 2

coat 2DI6533L3
color 100
top 104CD8136
color 1B5
trousers 4EJ2554U3
color 904
bag 6G1GD1353
color 88Z
arm warmers 1240E0536
color 21L
shoes 8GUZD3401
color 700

coat 2DMF5K1M5
color 901
blouse 5SF05Q7X4
color 074
trousers 4EJ255655
color 903
scarf 1033D0127
color 1B5
bag 6HKSD133T
color 7B5
shoes 8G9MD3411
color 700
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new heritage
Dressing down is a lifestyle that is casual, but elegant at all times. Indoors or outdoors, 
in town or in the countryside, it is relaxing with style, with a focus on comfort. 
Friday is office casual: working on the last day of the week or working monday-friday 
in a more relaxed or creative environment.

New Heritage is about pushing the borders of nostalgia, seeing something familiar but 
then realizing that it’s different, familiar and unfamiliar at the same time. Patterns and 
colors inspired by the art of Sonia Delaunay and by the work of modern architect 
A. Aravena, Fabrica Alumni and curator of Venice Biennale. 
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new heritage 1

blouse 5LI25Q7N4
color 69P
denim 4BW4572O5
color 101
bag 6GIVD1348
color 902
shoulder strap 6G3GD01A4
color 901



new heritage 1

coat 2DC153968
color 901
trousers 4KE955BM8
color 901
hat 6HYBU41HR
color 700
shoes 8G8PU7170
color 76M

sweater 102QU1D21
color 252
shirt 5BWF5QBN8
color 915
denim 4EA055BG8
color 905
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new heritage 1

sweater 12EAU1D38
color 911

sweater 102QU1D21
color 99Y
trousers 4DD855BV8
color 901
belt 6G1GUB0DM
color 700
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new heritage 2

sweater 12EAD2188
color 902
trousers 4OH155614
color 252
bag 6HKVD134F
color 902
pom pon chain 6GNGD91AS
color 81L
pom pon chain 6GNGD91AS
color 852
shoes 8V4GD3417
color 252

t-shirt 3CVUE1H97
color 252
skirt 4DD9504O3
color 907
bag 6HPAD1369
color 901
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new heritage 2

sweater 12EAD2188
color 903
denim 4BW4572O5
color 101



new heritage 2

sweater 1044U1D20
color 88Y
scarf 6GNUU52K9
color 902
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new heritage 3

sweater 108LE1E24
color 1B5
shirt 5DE15Q7Q5
color 922
trousers 4DMP55624
color 88Y

cardigan 108LE6627
color 507
dress 1002V2190
color 06U
belt 6G8ZDB0CQ
color 81L
hat 6HPKD41HF
color 852
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new heritage 3

coat 2AZ4533I5
color 508
shirt 5DE15Q7Q5
color 933
shoes 8V4GD3417
color 69K

poncho 128LE0550
color 28Y
sweater 1040D1D35
color 036
gloves 128LE0560
color 28Y
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global nomad
Dressing down is a lifestyle that is casual, but elegant at all time. Indoors or outdoors, 
in town or in the countryside, it is relaxing with style, with a focus on comfort. 
Weekend is outdoor casual, clothing for the weekend and to enjoy life outside.

Global Nomad is inspired by outdoor adventure and a world traveler lifestyle interpreted
through a modern minimalist lens.      
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global nomad

sweater 114DE1E16
color 78B
trousers 4DCI55623
color 09K

sweater 16ARD2174
color 0D2
skirt 1198P0613
color 366
shoes 8G9MD3411
color 700
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cardigan 10F4U6631
color 902
t-shirt 3I1XJ1F00
color 036

global nomad

sweater 10F4K1D22
color 912
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global nomad

sweater 1080K1D39
color 901
denim 4AL35788L
color 901
belt 6HEDUB0C8
color 901
shoes 8G9MU7173
color 700



the race
At the gym or on the run, sweating or travelling, active and mixing things up, 
Dress to move is about innovation. Looking simple from a distance, technical and diverse 
close by, it focuses on functionality. Design that is dynamic and adventurous. 
The best in knitwear and italian craftsmanship mixed with the innovation of tomorrow. 

The Race is about the freedom of movement, excitement, speed and human mobility, 
clothes for a modern life in the city. Absolute freedom to live, move, and change.
Freedom to be...      
The Race fulfills the needs of those who live an active life on the move and on the 
edge, pushing the limits of what’s possible.
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jumpsuit 4GH9580K3
color 0F2
down jacket 2BA253393
color 88Z
shoes 8H6DZ3395
color 7P9

sweater 1198E1D68
color 036
trousers 4GF055634
color 901
shoes 8HLQZ5010
color 701

the race 2 45



sweater 1033U1D55
color 366
t-shirt 3096J1F35
color 101
trousers 4LN955BI8
color 1P6

sweatshirt 3CAJJ1F27
color 507
t-shirt 3I1XJ1F97
color 101
trousers 4APN55AW8
color 0D2
shoes 8H6DZ3395
color 905

the race 2 47



jacket 2DCB533J3
color 79A
sweater 1198D1E06
color 19A
denim 4BW4572O5
color 101

the race 3



sweatshirt 3CAJJ1F57
color 507
denim 4DE455BH8
color 901
shoes 8H6DZ3395
color 905

jacket 2DC8539B8
color 19A
sweatshirt 3BIPJ2065
color 19A
trousers 4APN55AW8
color 100

the race 3 51



dressed
Trend right yet timeless.
Dressed is built around the foundation of classically refined products, italian elegance 
and essential italian wardrobe. 

Dressed is a set of qualitative, timeless, evolutive, classically styled products that express 
the very core of the brand proposition.
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dressed

sweater 16ARD4325
100% wool - merino extra fine
sweater 16ARD1D97
100% wool - merino extra fine
sweater 16ARD2174
100% wool - merino extra fine
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sweater 16ARD2174
100% wool - 
merino extra fine

dressed



sweater 12EAD2173
cotton & wool

dressed 59



sweater 12EAU1E14
cotton & wool

dressed 61



dressed

woman
sweater 1202D1D93
merino extra fine -
Italian yarn
man
sweater 1002U1E12
merino extra fine -
Italian yarn
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dressed

sweater 1202D1D93
merino extra fine -
Italian yarn

sweater 1002U1E12
merino extra fine -
Italian yarn
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